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Doing Good Science

Previous talks: performing an analysis
‣ setting up and scaling Galaxy
‣ adding tools
‣ libraries and sample tracking
‣ visualizations

Next step: using an analysis to do good science
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Galaxy Vision

Supporting accessible, reproducible, and 

transparent computational science
‣ genomic science is computational

Transparency ~ sharing and communicating 

experimental outputs in a meaningful way
‣ facilitate understanding, reproducing, extending, 

best practices, collaboration, and publication
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Challenges

Computational (genomic) science is difficult 

to reproduce and communicate:
‣ large data sets
‣ complex operations
‣ details matter
‣ influx of new tools
‣ data flow among tools
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Galaxy Approach

Open, web-based platform
‣ easy to access, view, and use analysis objects
‣ leverage web as an “everything” medium

Integrate analysis workspace with viewing & 

reading workspace
‣ quick, simple sharing and reuse
‣ enable interactive reading
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Reproducibility and 

Transparency in Galaxy

Workflows ~ repeating analyses

Display Framework ~ sharing, viewing 

Annotations & Tags ~ explanations, context

Pages ~ communicating and publishing
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Workflows

Galaxy workflow (“pipeline”) ~ an abstract analysis that 
can be repeatedly applied to many different datasets
‣ choose datasets and Galaxy runs workflow

Can create workflows by example or via interactive, GUI 
editor

Highly reusable for individuals and community
‣ completely repeatable analyses 
‣ core component for supporting best practices
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Workflow by Example

Create a workflow 

from a history

Can include some or 

all steps
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Workflow Editor

Drag, drop, and connect 

analysis steps to create or 

edit a workflow
‣ Validates data flow
‣ can set parameters in 

workflow or during 

runtime

Any tool can be added to a 

workflow
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Workflow Output

Workflows run like a tool

Can see workflow output 

structured to make it easy 

to understand

Importing and exporting 

coming soon
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Display Framework

Makes it easy to share or publish items via the 

web

Shared, published items can be viewed, 

copied into workspace

Connects viewing & reading with analysis 

workspace to facilitate reproduction and reuse
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Sharing and Publishing

Simple sharing model: share 
with an individual, make 
accessible via link, or publish

‣ for histories, workflows, 
and visualizations

‣ more complex for datasets

Each shared/published item has 
its own automatically-
generated webpage

‣ can customize item URL
‣ tags and annotations 

included as well
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Viewing a Shared Item

Item is displayed in 

webpage

Community tags

Links to related 

items, public 

repositories
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Public Repositories

Where published items 

live
‣ searchable

Local to a Galaxy 

instance

For histories, workflows, 

visualizations, and Pages
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Reproducibility and 

Transparency in Galaxy

Workflows ~ repeating analyses

Display Framework ~ sharing, viewing

Annotations & Tags ~ explanations, context

Pages ~ communicating and publishing
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Annotations

Notes about an item or step
‣ text and HTML

Useful for making analyses 

easier to understand
‣ provides context
‣ explains details

For histories, history steps, 

workflows, workflow steps, 

visualizations, and Pages
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Tags

Short words or phrases that 

describe an item
‣ hierarchical
‣ key-value
‣ individual, community 

Useful for metadata, 

search, reuse

For histories, datasets, 

visualizations, workflows, 

and Pages
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Pages

Web-based documents that 

communicate a complete 

analysis
‣ multiple levels of detail

Support viewing, 

reproduction, and 

component reuse 

Perfect for online 

supplement
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Page Editor

WYSIWYG editor for 

HTML + Galaxy objects

Can embed or link to 

datasets, histories, 

workflows, and (almost)

visualizations
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Revisiting Reproducibility and 

Transparency: The Analysis Lifecycle

 1. Create analysis and components: datasets, 

histories, workflows, visualizations

2. Share/publish components and 

create Page(s) to describe analysis

3. Readers view analysis and copy 

analysis components into their 

workspace and reproduce or extend it
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Next Steps

Make published items independent of server
‣ community space for workflows, histories, 

pages
‣ long-term archival, e.g. Dryad

Developing best practices
‣ usage, ratings, reviews, and comments
‣ provenance (attribution) for all objects
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Thanks! Questions?

                      http://usegalaxy.org/
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